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Abstract
If rock beats scissors and scissors beat paper, one might assume that rock beats paper too. But this is
not the case for intransitive relationships that make up the famous rock-paper-scissors game.
However, the sole presence of paper might prevent rock from beatingscissors, simplybecause paper
beats rock. This is the blueprint for the rock-paper-scissors game with protection spillovers, which has
recentlybeen introduced as a newparadigm for biodiversity in well-mixed microbial populations.
Here we studythe game in structured populations, demonstrating that protection spillovers give rise
to spatial patterns that are impossible to observe in the classical rock-paper-scissors game. We show
that the spatiotemporal dynamics of the system is determined bythe densityof stable vortices, which
mayultimatelytransform to frozen states, to propagatingwaves, or to target waves with reversed
propagation direction, dependingfurther on the degree and type of randomness in the interactions
amongthe species. Ifvortices are rare, thefixation to waves and complex oscillatorysolutions is
likelier. Moreover, annealed randomness in interactions favors the emergence of target waves, while
quenched randomness favors collective synchronization. Our results demonstrate that protection
spillovers mayfundamentallychange the dynamics of cyclic dominance in structured populations,
and theyoutline the possibilityof programmingpattern formation in microbial populations.
1. Introduction
Cyclical interactions areat the heart ofmarine benthic populations[1], plant systems[2–5], and microbial
populations[6–11]. Cyclic dominance also plays an important role in theovergrowth of marine sessile
organisms[12], thematingstrategyofside-blotched lizards[13], the genetic regulation in the repressilator [14],
and in explaining theoscillations of the population size of lemmings[15]and the Pacific salmon [16]. More
generally, evolutionarygames entailingcyclicdominance playa prominent role in explainingbiodiversity
[17–27], and theyare also able to provide insights into Darwinian selection [28], structural complexity[29], and
prebiotic evolution [30], as well as into theeffectiveness ofpositive and negative reciprocity[31], volunteering
[32, 33], rewarding[34, 35], and punishment [32, 36–39], to name but a fewrepresentative examples.
In agreement with the impressive implications fundamental research on cyclical interactions has, it is little
surprising that the classical rock-paper-scissors game—theworkhorse for research on cyclic dominance—has
been studied so extensively, not least bymethods of statistical physics[40–58], which are indispensable for a
comprehensive treatment of the game and itsextensions in structured populations. Although the rulesof the
game can be written down in a short sentence, thecomplexityof spatial patterns that emerge spontaneouslyas a
consequence of the simple microscopic rules isunparalleled. Labyrinthine clustering[59]and interfaces with
internal structure[60]are just two of the most intriguingrecent examples attestingto this fact.
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Despite the overwhelmingattention the rock-paper-scissors game has received [61], there is one important
aspect of the game that has till recentlybeen overlooked. In particular, while the direction of invasion between
the rock, the scissorsand the paper is intransitive, and thusconductive to species coexistence[62, 63], this may
not be the case for theprotection one species offers to the other. Ifone considers the game not from the
standpoint of dominance in that rock is wrapped bypaper, paper is cut byscissors, and scissors arebroken bya
rock, but rather from the standpoint ofsurvival in that scissors protect itself from paper’s toxin, paper protects
itself from rock’s toxin, and the rock protect itself from scissors’s toxin, then one quicklycomes to realize that
such protection maybe non-excludable, and that in fact it can spill over to the other strategy. Motivated bythis
important consideration, Kelsic et al[25]have recentlyintroduced cyclical interactionswith protection
spillovers as a newparadigm for biodiversityin well-mixed microbial populations. Byusingsimulations and
analytical models, theyhave showthat theopposing actionsofantibiotic production and degradation enable
coexistence even if the interactions amongthe cyclicallydominatingspecies are random. In a commentaryto the
original paper, Bergstrom and Kerr [27]have generalized these results to the classical rock-paper-scissors game
in a well-mixed population, revealinga stable, attractive equilibrium containingall three species if the possibility
isgiven that a predator’s predator can protect the preyof the former.
However, since interactions in microbial populations are often not random [7, 11, 20], it is important to
determine the merits of protection spillovers also in structured populations. We therefore studythe rock-paper-
scissors game with protection spillovers on thesquare lattice with annealed and quenched randomness. In a
structured population, the sole presence of rock might prevent scissors from beatingpaper, simplybecause rock
beats scissors. As we will show, this seeminglysmall modification of the microscopic dynamics has rather
spectacular consequences for the collective behavior of the system. Unlike in the classical rock-paper-scissors
game, here the spatiotemporal dynamics isdetermined bythe densityofstablevortices, which mayultimately
transform to frozen states, to propagatingwaves, or to target waves with reversed propagation direction. Since
the initial densityofvortices iscontrollable in experimental setups, like for example in a Petri dishe[7]or in
bacterial biofilms[64], our results thus reveal a feasible wayofprogrammingpattern formation in microbial
populations. Different from the classical rock-paper-scissors game, where we can observe globallysynchronized
oscillations in the frequencyof strategies aswe increase the level of randomness(either quenched or annealed),
here the consideration of these two different typesof randomness can be a decisive factor that determines the
evolutionaryoutcome. As we will show, annealed and quenched randomness have a completelydifferent impact
on the emergence ofstable spatial patterns, thus demonstrating that protection spillovers mayfundamentally
change the spatiotemporal dynamics ofcyclic dominance in structured populations.
The organization of this paper is as follows. We present the definition of the spatial rock-paper-scissors game
with protection spillovers and the details of the MonteCarlo simulation procedure in section2. Main results are
presented in section3. We conclude with the summaryof the results and a discussion of their implications in
section4.
2. Rock-paper-scissors with protection spillovers
We consider a modified version of theclassic rock-paper-scissors game, where the three species cyclically
dominate each other. For convenience, we refer to the species asR, Pand S, where strategyRinvades strategyS,
strategySinvades strategyP, and strategyPinvades strategyR. However, due to the consideration of protection
spillovers, these invasions occur onlyifnone of the direct neighbors of the preyis a predator to the original
predator. For example, rock isunable to invade scissors if one of the direct neighbors of the scissors ispaper.
Similarly, scissors are unable to invade paper if one of thedirect neighbors of the paper is rock, and paper is
unable to invade rock if one of the direct neighbors of the rock are scissors.
The described rock-paper-scissors game with protection spillovers is studied in structured populations.
Each species is thus located on the sitexof a square lattice with periodic boundaryconditions, where the grid
containsL×L sites. In addition, wealso explore the impact ofdisorder, which has proven to be a decisive factor
in the classical rock-paper-scissors game[65, 66]. In particular, the introduction ofstructural randomness can
trigger a global oscillatorystate, which is impossible to observe in the absence of long-range interactions.
Interestingly, previous research on the classical rock-paper-scissors game[65, 66]hasemphasized that the type
ofdisorder bymeans of which long-range linksare introduced has onlysecond-order importance, given that
both annealed and quenched randomness have a qualitativelysimilar impact on pattern formation. However,
the introduction of protection spillovers maysignificantlyaffect the dynamics of cyclic dominance[25], which is
whywe here consider the impact ofannealed and quenched randomness separately. As panel(a)offigure 1
illustrates, annealed randomness is introduced so that at each instance of thegame a potential target for an
invasion is selected randomlyfrom the whole population with probabilityϑ, while with probability1−ϑ the
invasion is restricted to a randomlyselected nearest neighbor [65, 66]. Forϑ=1 we thus obtain well-mixed
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conditions, while for ϑ=0 onlyshort-range invasions along the original square lattice interaction structure are
possible. Quenched randomness, illustrated in panel(b)offigure1, is introduced byrandomlyrewiringa
fraction θof the links that form the square lattice while preservingthe degree ofeach site. We therebyobtain
regular small-world networks for small values ofθand a regular random network in the 1q ￿ limit.
Importantly, the rewiring is performed onlyoncebefore the start of the game, thus introducingquenched (time
invariant)randomness in the interactions amongthe species.
The evolution of species proceeds in agreement with a random sequential update, where duringa full Monte
Carlo step (MCS)everyplayer receives a chance once on average to invade one randomlyselected neighbor (or
anymember of thepopulation with probabilityϑ in case annealed randomness is considered), asallowed bythe
rules of the game. The average fraction of rock(ρR), paper (ρP), and scissors(ρS)in the population is monitored
during the whole evolutionaryprocess. We havesystematicallyapplied different system sizes rangingfrom
L= 40 to L=1 000 to reveal the possible size-dependence of the observed solutions. When determining the
fixation probability, wehave averaged the outcome over 10 000 independent runs. The monitoringtime, which
exceeded 107 MCSfor the largest system size, wasalways chosen to be at least 100 times longer than the longest
measured fixation time.
3. Results
Before presenting the main results, we brieflycontemplate on the potential impact of protection spillovers in
cyclical interactions. Foremost, it is important to note that the introduction ofprotection spillovers raises an
interestingdilemma that isotherwise absent in theclassical version of the rock-paper-scissors game. Namely, the
‘spillover protector’ ofa species is simultaneouslyalso itsprey. Thus, each time an invasion is made, the invading
species potentially(although not certainlybecause there maybe other instances of the same preyin the
neighborhood)looses the benefit of spillover protection. The predator is thus faced with a difficult choice.
Perhapseven more frustratingly, the predator isunable to actuallymake a choice. The invasion will go forward
with certaintyifonlythe preyisnot protected bya ‘spillover protector’. This dilemma is a good indicator of the
fact that a correct intuitive anticipation of the impact ofprotection spillovers is not at all trivial.
Regarding the potential impact of annealed and quenched randomness, previous research has revealed that
both sources of randomness have the same impact on cyclical interactions in that theyevoke synchronized
oscillations amongthe competingspecies[65, 66]. As we will showin the followingsubsections, this conceptual
similarityno longer exists ifprotection spillovers are introduced.
3.1. Evolution on the square lattice
We begin bypresenting the main results obtained on the square lattice in theabsence of both annealed and
quenched randomness. Thefirst keyfact is illustrated in the four snapshots that are depicted in figure 2, which is
that the initial state determines significantlythefinal outcome of the game. More precisely, if the rock-paper-
scissors game with protection spillovers is launched with random initial conditions, as shown in the top left
panel, then the population terminates rather quicklyin a frozen state, as shown in the top right panel. It can be
observed at a glance that both the configuration and the densityof the three competingspecies remain practically
unchanged during the evolution. Ofcourse, once the frozen state is reached, the invasions seize completely. On
the other hand, if thegame is initiated with prepared initial conditions, as shown in the bottom left panel of
figure2, then the propagatingwaves emerge that are qualitativelyidentical to those that have been observed so
often in the classical spatial rock-paper-scissors game[61](for thecorresponding movie see[67]). Thecrucial
propertythat characterizes the special initial condition shown in the bottom left panel is that it contains two
Figure 1. Schematic illustration ofannealed (left)and quenched (right)randomness. Annealed randomness preserves the regular
interaction structure, but a player mayinvade a randomlychosen distant player with probabilityϑ(denoted bya dashed green line),
while with probability1−ϑ the invasion remains bounded to nearest neighbors. Quenched randomness requires that a fraction θof
nearest-neighbor links(denoted bylight greylines)is rewired randomly(denoted bythin green lines), all the while preservingthe
degree ofeverynode. This interaction structure does not change over time, and so the invasions can occur onlyvia the partly
(dependingon the value ofθ)randomized interaction network.
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vortex-antivortex pairs, one vortex in the middle of the lattice, and the rest of the vortices located at theedge of
the lattice due to periodic boundaryconditions. These vortices act assources for the propagatingwaves, as can be
deduced clearly from thestationarystate that isdepicted in the bottom right panel offigure2. We emphasize that
ρR= ρP=ρS=1/3 holds for all four depicted snapshots, and that thusall four statesare represented bythe
same point in a simplex. Evidently, this illustrates that the representation of the actual state in a simplex is not
always satisfactoryfor a spatial system. But more importantly, the equalityof the densityofspecies in both
stationarystates indicates that the biodiversity in the rock-paper-scissors game with protection spillovers can be
realized in verydifferent ways.
To better understand and explain the two significantlydifferent evolutionaryoutcomes depicted in figure 2,
we present in figure 3 two simple L×L=3×3 configurations in which there is no invasion between the
species due to the mutual protection between predator-preypairs. Ifwe check the depicted configurations
carefully, it can be observed that a predator cannot invade a neighboringpreybecause there isalwaysa
predator’(s)predator in the neighborhood of the prey, and who thus protects the preydue to the consideration
ofprotection spillovers. These configurations represent axial or tilted stripes, which areactuallythe building
blocks of frozen states also in much larger populations. Evidently, a ‘random’ distribution ofspecies can also
yield a frozen state, as it is illustrated in the top rowoffigure 2, but such an outcome requires manyvortices be
Figure 2. Snapshots of the square lattice, showinga characteristic evolution as obtained from a random initial state(top row)and from
a prepared initial state(bottom row). If initiallyall three species are distributed uniformlyat random, as shown in the top left panel, the
system quicklyevolves to an almost unchanged frozen state(top right panel)where invasions no longer occur. However, ifwe use
special initial conditions where initially there are onlytwo vortex-antivortex pairs(one in the middle and the rest at the edge of the
lattice due to periodic boundaryconditions), as shown in the bottom left panel, the system evolves into an active stationarystate that is
characterized bypropagatingwaves(bottom right panel). These propagatingwaves are much the same as those we can observe in the
classic rock-paper-scissors game. Interestingly, in all four depicted snapshots it holds that ρR=ρP=ρS=1/3, yet the stationary
realization of this biodiversity is lastlyverydifferent. For clarity, we have here used a small square lattice with linear size L=120.
Figure 3. Two possible realizationsofa frozen state, asobtained on a L× L=3×3 square lattice with periodic boundaryconditions.
Due to the introduction ofprotection spillovers, the depicted configuration of species in both cases mutuallyprevents successful
invasions ofother species. These tilted (left)and axial(right)stripes are the fundamental buildingblocks of frozen states in large
populations.
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present in the initial distribution of the species(or a fullyrandom initial distribution, as is depicted in the top left
panel offigure 2).
The crucial role of the initial densityof vortices for thefinal outcome of the game is illustrated in figure 4.
Unlike in the bottom left panel offigure 2, where onlya fewvortices are initiallypresent, we nowinitiate the
game with manymore vortices initiallypresent in thepopulation. As panel(a)offigure 4 shows, we initiallyhave
a homogeneous state in which 80 vortices are inserted uniformlyat random. These vortices all serve aspotential
sources ofpropagatingwaves, and indeed manydo nucleate(for the correspondingmovie see[68]). The critical
point of evolution occurs when a relativelysmall frozen patch emerges, as illustrated in panel(b). We emphasize
that the pattern in the frozen patch is initiallyidentical to the one that is depicted in the left panel offigure 3. In
fact, such frozen patches typicallyemerge when propagatingwave collide and give rise to sizable patches that are
made up of stable patterns shown in figure 3. During the course ofevolution the area that is occupied bysuch
stable patches grows, asshown in panel(c), while the area where invasions are still possible shrinks and becomes
limited to smaller and smaller adjacent domains. Eventuallyeven the last remainingactive areas, as shown in
panel(d), becomefrozen to yield thefinal frozen state(not shown in figure 3, but can be seen in the
correspondingmovie[68]). The latter is made up of a mixture of fundamental frozen patterns that are shown in
figure3.
Evidently, the emergence ofviable frozen domains that are able to growdepends sensitivelynot just on the
number, but also on the initial distribution of the vortices. Thefinal outcome could be different even ifwe start
with the same number of vortices, because their proximityon the lattice could be a decisive factor aswell.
Accordingly, the emergence of frozen states is a stochastic process. The probability to reach the frozen state(Φ f)
in dependence on the initial densityofvortices(vi)is illustrated in figure 5, while the inset shows the scaled
version of curves to the reference system size L0=40. The depicted results indicate that thepopulation becomes
more and more sensitive to the initial presence of vortices as we increase its size. More precisely, the initial
densityof vortices required to reach fixation decreases as we increase the system size. This counterintuitive
phenomenon is related to the application ofperiodic boundaryconditions. In particular, the vortices serveas
permanent sourcesofpropagatingwaves, and if the system size is small, then a specific source can easilyinteract
with its virtual ‘clone’ due to periodic boundaryconditions. The real and virtual sources emit waves
synchronouslywhich prevents blockingof akin propagatingwaves. Accordingly, we need a relativelylarger
number ofvortices to reach fixation here. Naturally, this effect becomes weaker as we enlarge the system size,
and thus fewer initial vortices suffice to reach the samefixation probability. On the other hand, wenote that a
‘non-frozen’ state actuallycorresponds to a stationarystate with endlesslyemergingpropagatingwaves, rather
than a failure on our side to wait sufficiently longfor thesystem to get trapped in a frozen state. Just to illustrate
this fact, a system with linear size L=80 size remains in the active state up to 4×106 MCS. While there is of
course afluctuation about thefixation time havingnormal distribution, the monitoring trial time was always at
least 100 times longer than the longest observedfixation time.
3.2. Evolution on the square lattice with annealed randomness
Wefirst consider the impact of annealed randomness on the dynamics of biodiversity in the studied rock-paper-
scissors game with protection spillovers. As described in SectionII, duringeach instance of the game there is
thus a probabilityϑ that a potential target for invasion will be selected from the whole population rather than
from the nearest neighbors of a square lattice. In the classical rock-paper-scissors game, the introduction of
annealed randomness evokes a synchronized statewhere the densities of species oscillate in time(note that these
Figure 4. Snapshots of the square lattice, showinga characteristic evolution towards a frozen state from left to right, as obtained from
an initial configuration containingseveral vortices. While each vortex is potentiallya source ofpropagatingwaves, once these waves
emerge theycollide, eventuallyleadingto the formation ofa relativelysmall frozen patch (see panel b), which ultimatelygrows to
occupythe entire lattice. For clarity, we have here used a small square lattice with linear size L= 120, with 80 vortices inserted at
random. Technically, we have inserted 80 pairs of the two species(yellow and blue)that are different from the ‘background’ species
(red). Here the frozen state is reached within 600 MCS.
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oscillations are absent in the absence of annealed randomness). The amplitude of these oscillations increased as
we increaseϑ, and at a critical value the system terminates into an absorbingphase where a single species
survives[65, 66].
In the rock-paper-scissors game with protection spillovers the impact ofannealed randomness is
significantlydifferent. Ifwestart with an initial condition where all three species are distributed uniformlyat
random, then the population again, as on the square lattice, terminates rather quicklyin a frozen state(see top
rowoffigure 2). Here the value ofϑplays a negligible role. In exploringother initial conditions, wefind that the
keyfactor is again the densityof vortices that are initiallypresent in the population. If thevortices are sufficiently
common the frozen state is practicallyunavoidable, and indeed verysimilar fixation curves can be obtained as we
have shown for the original square lattice topologyin figure 5. This behavior can be observed regardlessof the
strength ofannealed randomnessϑ. However, if the vortices are initiallyrare, the non-frozen state is significantly
different from the propagatingwaves depicted in the bottom right panel offigure 2.
To illustrate what happens and to explain the origin of the difference, we monitor theevolution at a
representative valueofϑ= 0.22 from a prepared initial state, where onlya single vortex is initiallypresent in the
population (for the correspondingmovie see[69]). The related figure6 shows howthe fraction of an arbitrary
species(top panel)and the spatial distribution ofspecies(bottom row)evolve. In panel(a)the vortex is initially
placed at thecenter of thebottom left quadrant of the square lattice. Similarlyas in the random-free case, this
vortexfirst serves asa source of propagatingwaves. The expansion of the initial waves can beobserved in
panels(b)and (c). The background, however, changes intensively, which is the well-known consequence of
synchronization that emerges due to the introduction of annealed randomness. Acrucial difference here is that
the presence of the vortex does not allowthe system to terminate into a homogeneous, absorbingphase. We note
that the system would in fact be in an absorbingphase at such a high value ofϑ in the classical rock-paper-
scissors game, as illustrated in figure 5 of[65]. In the present case, however, the vortex behaves like afixed point
whose position does not change in time because neither nearest nor distant neighbors are able to invade the
species who form the vortex due to protection spillovers that warrant them mutual immunity.
As time goes by, target waves emerge as illustrated in panel(c)offigure 6. It is easyto see that the
configuration of species within these waves is practicallyidentical to the fundamental buildingblocks of frozen
states that we have shown in figure 3. Accordingly, this ‘stripe-like’ targets are stable against the invasion
attempts of far-awayother species, which happens frequentlyat nonzero values ofϑ. Interestingly, and unlike in
the absence of annealed randomness, however, these target waves do not represent frozen states. Instead, the
depicted target waves propagates towardsthe vortex in the bottom left quadrant of the lattice. When theyarrive
at the vortex theysimplyvanish. More precisely, the vortex permanentlyerodes the nearest locallyhomogeneous
wavefront, which results in a continuous shift of the stripes toward the center of the vortex. The vortex thus acts
like a sink for the target waves, and itsposition never changes over time. We note that the reversed propagation
direction of the target waves can be inferred from thesnapshots because the order of colors, and henceof the
species, is different from the order in the propagatingfront. This ‘dynamicallystable’ domain around the vortex
will growth until it reaches the frontier ofa similar domain (in panel(e)the domain actuallymeets itselfdue to
the periodic boundaryconditions). In contrast to the random-free case, here thearea in the middle of the upper
Figure 5. The probability to reach the frozen state(Φf)in dependence on the initial densityofvortices(vi), as obtained for different
system sizes(see legend). It can be observed that the smaller the system size, the more frequent initiallyvortices need to be for the
propagatingwaves to eventually terminate in a frozen state. The inset shows the scaled version of the curves depicted in the main panel
to the reference system size L0=40. Depicted results are averages over 104 independent runs.
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right quadrant of the lattice, where there is a ‘void’ between the target wave domains, changes color periodically
due to the invasions from distant sites(which is made possible byannealed randomness), and thus acts like the
source of the waves. The wavefronts travel outward to join the target wave domains, and then continue towards
the center of the vortex which acts as their sink. In even larger populations, it is possible that more than one such
source-sink pairs emerge, resulting in a dynamicallystable pattern where the frequencies of all three species are
equal at all times. Arepresentative evolution for the latter case can be seen in the movie[70].
3.3. Evolution on the square lattice with quenched randomness
An alternative wayof introducingrandomness in the interactions amongthe species is byrandomlyrewiringa
fraction θof the links that form the square lattice, wherebywe obtain regular small-world networks for small
values ofθand a regular random network in the 1q ￿ limit [65, 66]. Since the interaction topologydoes not
change over time, this setup corresponds to quenched randomness.
As in all previouslyconsidered cases, here too a random initial state terminates quicklyin a frozen state, and
the initial fraction ofvortices in the population is a keydeterminant of the spatiotemporal dynamics that
subsequentlyemerges. The more frequent the vortices, the likelier the population will terminate in a frozen state.
Unlike byannealed randomness, however, here the value ofθplays an important role in determining the
conditions that lead tofixation. This fact is illustrated in figure 7, where we showthefixation probability in
dependence on the initial densityofvortices for different values ofθ. Thepresented results indicate that the less
ordered the interaction structure, the less likelyis thefixation to a frozen state. Importantly, we emphasize that,
even in the 1q = limit, when the strength of quenched randomness is maximal, completelyrandom initial
conditions will still inevitablyfixate to a frozen state.
On theother hand, if initially the vortices are onlyfewand the system is hence able to avoid fixation, then the
resultingspatiotemporal dynamics is significantlydifferent from theone depicted in figure 6 for annealed
randomness. Similarlyas in the classical version of the rock-paper-scissors game without protections spillovers
[65], in this case collective synchronization amongthe species emerges, yieldingoscillations of their densities, or
equivalently, a periodic orbit in the ternarydiagram. The introduction of protection spillovers thus does not
qualitativelymodifythe impact of quenched randomness on the dynamics of the spatial rock-paper-scissors
game, ifonlythe population can avoid fixation to a frozen state.
Nevertheless, protection spillovers do affect the stationarystate in that sufficientlyrare vortices facilitate the
emergence of collective synchronization. Thiseffect is illustrated in figure 8, where we compare the level of
Figure 6. The time evolution of the densityofan arbitraryspecies(top panel), and the correspondingsnapshots of the square lattice
(bottom row), showinga characteristic evolution towards target waves with reversed propagation direction. These waves are
practicallymovingbackward (towards the center), while the area occupied bythese concentric waves expands gradually. Theonly
vortex that is initially located in the middle of the bottom left quadrant of the lattice(see panel a)ultimatelyacts as the sink for the
waves, while the location where the wavefronts collide due to the periodic boundaryconditions in the top right quadrant of the square
lattice acts like the source of the wavefronts. The stationarystate is not frozen as the time course in the top panel might suggest.
Instead, wavefronts emerge continuouslyat the source and travel towards the sink, in the direction that is opposite to the impression
one might have if simplylookingat the snapshot from left to right. The strength ofannealed randomness isϑ= 0.22, and for clarity,
we have again used a small square lattice with linear size L=120.
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synchronization in the rock-paper-scissors game, as obtained without and with protection spillovers. In the
latter case the applied initial densityofvortices is low(vi = 0.001), wherefixation to a frozen state is thus very
unlikely. The presented results indicatesclearlythat even a minute fraction of long-range links evokes a
synchronized state, which we quantifybythe area ofcorrespondingclosed orbits(A)in the ternarydiagram (see
inset). In comparison, ifprotection spillovers are not considered, there exists a critical value ofθ=θc=0.067,
which must be reached for oscillations to emerge[65]. Even ifwe use the same initial conditions in the classical
version of the game, anyinitial deviations from the simplex will be damped and the system ultimatelyreturns
back to the center of the simplex for allθ<θc. Protection spillovers effectivelylower thiscritical value less than
0.001. This effect can beunderstood ifwe consider the fact that vortices in the rock-paper-scissors game with
protection spillovers arefixed in space and incessantlyact as triggers ofsynchronization. Ifprotection spillovers
are absent, the vortices areno longer able to hold their position in a given spot of the population since there is
nothing to prevent them from movingabout. Thismovement acts asan additional source ofnoise that hinders
the onset of synchronization, which can thus emerge onlywhen the critical value ofθ=θc= 0.067 is exceeded.
Figure 7. The probability to reach the frozen state(Φf)in dependence on the initial densityofvortices(vi), as obtained for different
values ofθthat determine the strength ofquenched randomness(see legend). It can be observed that the more the square lattice
approaches the regular random graph limit ( 1q ￿ ), the more frequent initiallyvortices need to be for the propagatingwaves to
eventually terminate in a frozen state. In other words, the higher the randomness in the interactions, the more vortices are initially
allowed for the system to still avoid a frozen state. Depicted results are averages over 104 independent runs with a linear system size
L=640.
Figure 8. The area of closed orbits(A)that correspond to stationarynon-frozen states in the ternarydiagram in dependence on the
strength of quenched randomness(θ), as obtained for the classical rock-paper-scissors game(open squares)and the rock-paper-
scissors game with protection spillovers(filled squares). In the latter case, we have used the initial densityof vortices vi= 0.001 at a
linear system size L=1000. Although the impact ofquenched disorder is in principle similar in both studied versions of rock-paper-
scissors game in that it promotes the emergence ofcollective synchronization in the system, the shift towards larger values of A
demonstrates clearlythat protection spillovers further enhance this effect. The inset shows the correspondingorbits in the ternary
diagram, as obtained at θ= 0.01(solid red line),θ= 0.03(dotted green line), and at θ=0.3(dashed blue line)in the rock-paper-
scissors game with protection spillovers. The areas of theseorbits are marked byarrows with the same color in the main panel.
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Lastly, we also consider the 1q ￿ limit, where the initial densityofvortices in the population can be
reasonablyhigh without thesystem beingdestined to a frozen state(seefigure 7). The obtained results are
summarized in figure 9, where the area of stationaryorbits in the ternarydiagram (A)isplotted in dependence
on the initialdensityofvortices(vi). Given that thevalue ofAdecreases aswe increase vi, too manyvortices
evidentlyhinder theemergence of collective global synchronization. In fact, as the number of vortices that are
fixed in space increases, so does the number of propagatingwaves. Sooner or later these waves meet and collide,
which disturbs theemergence of synchronization. Moreover, the inset offigure 9 illustrates that not onlydoes
the amplitude ofoscillations decreases, but also so does their frequency. Therefore, the frozen state in the v 1i ￿
limit can be considered as the zero-amplitude infinite-period limit of the depicted oscillations.
4. Discussion
Motivated bythe precedingresearch of Kelsic et al[25], who have shown that theopposingactions of antibiotic
production and degradation enable stable coexistence, we have here studied the rock-paper-scissors game with
protection spillovers in structured populations. Although the introduction of protection spillovers seems like a
relativelyminor amendment to the microscopic dynamics describing the rock-paper-scissors game, the
consequences are quite spectacular. Dependingon the initial conditions, it is certainlysurprisinghowlittle of the
original results that were obtained with the classical rock-paper-scissors game is recovered. While propagating
wavesdominate in the later case, we have shown that in the rock-paper-scissors game with protection spillovers
the initial presence ofvortices plays a keyrole. More precisely, wehave shown that the spatiotemporal dynamics
of the system is determined bythe densityof thesevortices, which mayultimatelytransform to frozen states, to
propagatingwaves, or to target waveswith reversed propagation direction. Since the initial densityof vortices
might be controlled in experimental setups, our results thus reveal a feasible wayof programmingpattern
formation in microbial populations.
We have also shown that annealed and quenched randomness in the interactions amongspecies havea
completelydifferent impact on the dynamics ofbiodiversity. Importantly, this isnot the case for theclassical
rock-paper-scissors game and related evolutionarygames that are governed bycyclic dominance, where both
sources of randomness have been shown to have the same impact in that theyevoke synchronized oscillations
amongthe competingspecies[65, 66]. For the rock-paper-scissors game with protection spillovers, our research
reveals that, just like in the classical version of thegame, quenched randomness facilitates collective
synchronization in the population, which manifests asoscillations of strategydensities. Annealed randomness,
however, favors the emergence of target waves, but with a reversed propagation direction where the vortices
actuallyact as sinks for the wavefronts. To the best ofour knowledge, we are unaware of other systems, either
biological or chemical, that would exhibit this typeof spatiotemporal dynamics, i.e., target waves with reversed
Figure 9. The area of closed orbits(A)that correspond to stationarynon-frozen states in the ternarydiagram in dependence on the
initial densityofvortices(vi), as obtained in the rock-paper-scissors game with protection spillovers in the regular random
graph (θ= 1)limit with L=106 nodes. The inset shows the time evolution of the densityofan arbitraryspecies, as obtained at a low
initial densityofvortices(vi = 0.02, solid red line)and at a high initial densityof vortices(vi = 0.4, dashed blue line). The areas of these
oscillations in the ternarydiagram are marked byarrows with the same color in the main panel. These results demonstrate that as the
initial densityofvortices increases(as we approach the random initial state limit), not onlydoes the amplitude(and hence the area in
the ternarydiagram; see main panel)decreases, but also that the frequencyofoscillations decreases(see inset). Accordingly, the frozen
state that is obtained at sufficientlyhigh values ofvi can be considered as the zero-amplitude infinite-period limit of the oscillations
that are depicted in the inset.
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propagation direction, effectivelymovingbackward but looking like theyare movingforward. In conclusion, we
have shown that protection spillovers mayfundamentallychange the dynamics ofcyclic dominance in
structured populations, especiallyso under the impact ofannealed randomness.
Our results have important and far-reaching implications. Protection spillovers are common in microbial
populations, and it is in fact surprising that this hasnot received more attention in the past. In the standard
setup, each bacterial species must protect itself from the toxin of its victim. For example, scissors protects itself
from paper’s toxin. Aneglected aspect of this protection is that it maybe non-excludable, meaning that
protection mayspill over to other species[25, 27]. Such transitivity in protection mayoccur if a cell degrades the
antimicrobials of a competingspecies bysecretingenzymes that do the job externally, or bydeactivating the
competitor’santimicrobials once theyhave entered thecell[71]. Regardless of the details, this reduces the
concentration of the antimicrobial in the environment, thus givingrise to the here considered protection
spillovers. As argued alreadybyKelsic et al[25], these considerations havedirect relevance for engineering
multi-species microbial consortia and shed light on the dynamics of biodiversity in populations that are
governed bycyclic dominance. Beyond microbial communities, cyclic dominance plays an important role also
in marine benthicpopulations and plant systems, and the list of examples where the puzzle ofbiological diversity
can be explained bycyclical interactions in the governingfood webs is indeed impressivelylongand inspiring
[61, 72]. Time will tell in which examples protection spillovers playa keyrole. Based on the presented results,
however, it is certain that their impact is going to be a significant one, but also that reverse engineering this
impact might be a difficult proposition.
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